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ABSTRACT 1.1 Fault-tolerance 

As part of the European Strategic Programme for Research in Information 
Technology (ESPRIT), the Delta-4 project is seeking to define an open, fault- 
tolerant, distributed computing architecture. This paper presents the overall Delta-4 
framework for open, fault-tolerant, distributed computing systems and sketches the 
current implementation which is based on a local area network with specific atomic 
multicasting and error-processing protocols for communicating between replicated 
software components. 

Keywords: Fault-tolerant distributed systems, open distributed processing, 
replicated processing, atomic multicast 

Introduction 

The Delta-4 project seeks to define a distributed real-time computing 
architecture that is (a) open, i.e. that allows integration of heterogeneous computing 
elements and (b) dependable, i.e. that provides a quality of service on which users 
can have justified reliance. Open distributed computing implies not only the 
definition of inter-node communication protocols that are independent of the 
particular hardware and local executives at individual nodes of the distributed 
system but also the definition of appropriate distributed computational and 
administrative techniques. 

The primary aim with respect to dependability, is to define a homogeneous 
set of techniques for user-transparent tolerance of hardware faults’ by means of 
replicated software components residing on distinct host computers. This homo- 
geneous set of techniques allows different systems and applications, with different 
dependability and performance requirements, to be configured without redesign of 
the individual software components. Furthermore, the degree of fault-tolerance is 
incrementally specifiable on a component-by-component basis. Replicated software 
components are similar to the notion of k-resilient objects in the /S/S (61 and object 
groups in ANSA [3]. However, Delta-4 seeks to provide fault-tolerance under a 
wider set of fault assumptions and with extended performance properties. 

The first part of this paper presents the overall Delta-4 framework for open 
distributed fault-tolerant computing systems and part two outlines the current 
implementation. 

1. Overall framework 

This section of the paper first describes the general approach to providing 
tolerance of hardware faults in an open distributed system and then outlines how 
such a system is viewed from an administrative viewpoint. 

. 
Work is also being carried out within the project on the tolerance of accidental design 
faults in soflware and intrusion-tolerance techniques for security. 

1.1.1 Error-processing and fault-treatment Fault-tolerance is carried out by error- 
processing and fault-treatment [2, 161. Error processing is aimed at removing errors 
from the computational state, if possible before the occurrence of a failure in the 
service delivered by the system; fault treatment is aimed at preventing faults from 
being activated again. 

In Delta-4, the basic units of fault-tolerance are the nodes or host computers of 
a distributed computing system. Each individual host may be a classical mono- 
processor, a multi-processing system or indeed a specialized system such as an 
array processor. The distributed software system that is executed by such 
interconnected nodes can be globally viewed as a set of software components that 
share no common memory and which communicate by means of explicit 
messages. Each software component can be seen as possessing one or more input 
and output ports through which messages are received from and transmitted to 
other software components. Bindings between ports on different components can 
be statically or dynamically created or destroyed. 

Replicalion of individual software components on separate hosts provides the 
redundancy that is necessary for error-processing (figure 1). In this context, error- 
processing involves the management of interactions between replicated software 
components by error detection/recovery or error compensation in order to mask the 
fact that one (or more) of the underlying nodes may be faulty. Subsequent fault- 
treatment can be seen as self-repair facility that identifies and passivates faulty 
nodes and. bv creatinc new replicates. can allow software components to survive 
further faults [within thi limits of available hardware resources). 

m : Abstract view of Delta-4 architecture 

1.1.2 Fault assumptions. Two extreme assumptions about faulty hosts are 
allowed: fail-silent hosts and fail-urtconfrolled hosts. The set of fault-tolerance 
techniques provided must allow either assumption to be made depending on the 
available host hardware and/or the criticality of the application. Intermediate host- 
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fault aSSUmPtiOflS may be introduced depending on the properties of the underlying 
COmmUniCatiOn System (assumptions concerning the inter-host communication 
System are deferred to paragraph 1 .1.5). 

l-1.2.1 Fail-silenf hosfs. Numerous implementations of fault-tolerance in 
distributed systems make the simplifying (and simplistic) assumption that host 
computers fail “Cleanly” by just stopping to send messages, i.e. that hosts are “faif- 
silent” (this failure mode corresponds to the ‘halt-on-failure’ property of fail-stop 
Processors (211, the notion of ‘fail-fast’ hardware ]5] and ‘crash’ failures 171). Fail- 
silent hosts send only correct messages and error-detection may be achieved 
relatively simply by means of background ‘I’m alive” messages. Replication of 
software components on such hosts serves solely for recovery from errors: error- 
processing protocols can be implemented so that a software component can 
tolerate t active faults using just ttl replicates. 

However, the fail-silent assumption implies that hosts possess perfect, zero- 
latency self-checking mechanisms. Clearly, such an assumption cannot be justified 
in an open system that must accomodate heterogenews, off-the-shelf computers, 
especially in critical applications and it would be judicious to allow a much more 
relaxed asssumption. 

1.1.2.2 Fail-uncontrolled hosfs. The most unrestrictive fault assumption about 
host computers is that they are fail-uncontrolled, i.e. that they do not possess any 
local error-detection mechanisms and can thus produce quite random or even 
malicious behavior. A fail-uncontrolled host may: 
omit to send (some) messages, 
send extra messages, 
send messages with erroneous content, 
refuse to receive messages. 

Note that “sending’ and “receiving” in this context means forwarding 
messages to and accepling messages from the communication system. 

With fail-uncontrolled hosts, the replication of software components and the 
associated error-processing protocols must serve not only for recovery from errors 
bvt also for their detection. In order to tolerate t active faults, at least 2.ttl 
replicates are necessary for there to be a majority of replicates executing on non- 
faulty hosts. 

1.1.3 Error-processing strategies for fail-silent hosts. Since replication on fail- 
silent hosts serves solely for error recovery and not for error-detection, back-up 
replicates can be either active or passive. 

1.1.3.1 Active replicates. The provision of active replicates allows for quasi- 
instantaneous recovery from host hardware faults if it can be guaranteed that all 
replicates of a given software component remain consistent so as to produce the 
same output messages (on each output port). Sufficient conditions for replicate 
consistency are discussed in section 1.1.5. Selection of a particular output 
message from the set of replicated messages can be carried out either cyclicly 
among all replicates (a virtual ring mechanism must be implemented) or just by 
choosing the first available message. Note however, that the latter technique 
implies that some other synchronization must exist so that slow replicates do not 
lag permanently behind fast ones. 

1.1.3.2 Passive replicates. A passive replicate consists of a copy of the code of 
the software component together with a copy (checkpoint) of some previous state 
of the component from which execvtion can be resumed should the active replicate 
fail. Passive back-up replicates allow host processing capacity to be be economized 
but at the expense of a permanent communication overhead to provide back-ups 
with checkpoints for backward error recovery and a femporary processing overhead, 
when a fault occurs, for a back-up to reexecute from its last checkpoint. 

The well-known domino effect [ZO] can ba avoided if the checkpointing 
technique is such that resumption of activity (by a previously-passive replicate) from 
the last checkpoint avoids the need to request resending of previously processed 
input messages and prevents duplicate output messages from being sent. 

In order to avoid having to request resending of previously processed input 
messages, the passive replicate(s) must have access to either the messages 

processed by the active replicate or the corresponding state modiffcations. This can 
be done by ensuring that the passive replicate(s) maintain a queue of input 
messages processed by the active replicate since the last checkpoint was taken. 

Duplicate output messages can be avoided by systematic or periodic 
checkpointing. Systematic checkpoinf;ng involves the creation of checkpoints 
whenever the active replicate communicates some of its internal data to the outside 
world, i.e. whenever a message is sent. Thus, rollback to the last checkpoint never 
requires resending of an output message. Periodic checkpointing decreases the 
number of checkpoints that are taken and can be carried out in a simifar way to that 
described 7n 14). During recovery, any output messages generated by the 

messages 

Correct recovery using periodic checkpointing requires that replicates remain 
consistent (as for the active replicate strategies) so as to produce the same output 
messages. Furthermore, if it can be guaranteed that the order of output messages 
is identical, then the log of output messages can be replaced by a simple tally of 
the number of previously-sent messages. In the case of systematic checkpointing, 
a back-up replicate need not necessarfly produce the same messages (either in 
content or order) as those that would have been produced by the previously healthy 
active replicate. This relaxation of the requirements concerning replicate behavior is 
an interesting advantage of systematic checkpointing to be weighed against the 
disadvantage of higher overhead. 

1.1.4 Error-processing strategies for fail-uncontrolled hosts. Replication on fail- 
uncontrolled hosts must serve not only for recovery from errors but also for their 
detection. Whereas errors resulting from faults in fail-silent hosts are, by definition, 
time-domain errors (permanent lack of response), errors due to faults in fail- 
uncontrolled hosts may be either in the time-domain (late or missing messages or 
extra messages) or in the value-domain (messages with erroneous content). The 
error-processing protocols that control the interactions between replicated software 
components must take account of all error-types. In this case, it is the error- 
processing protocol entities that must signal detected errors to the administration 
system (instead of the converse) so that the latter can carry out fault treatment. 

1.7.4.1 Time-domain errors. Time-domain errors are particularly difficult to 
process in an open distributed environment. Even if local clocks are kept 
approximately synchronized 117, 221, this is of no direct use unless the local 
scheduling of replicates at each node explicitly uses the resulting global time 
reference to determine the instants at which messages should be sent or received 
and if communication delays are bounded [25, 151. Neither is necessarily true in an 
open distributed system. Scheduling techniques on heterogeneous hosts cannot be 
assumed to be the same, let alone time-dependent. Furthermore, the total 
message traffic between components of a dynamicafly-evolving system cannot in 
practice be assumed to be deterministic; consequently, delays over shared 
communication resources cannot in general be bounded. 

We are forced to conclude that, in practice, the only viable basis for dealing 
with time-domain errors in an open system is the use of time-outs. However, it is 
important to underline that although expiration of a time-out is indeed an error, this 
does not necessarily mean that the sending node is faulty and will be irrevocably 
removed from the system. Properly-designed error-processing protocols will mask 
such errors but report them to the administration system. The latter can first try to 
alleviate the incriminated node by load-balancing and will only passivate the node if 
it diagnoses that the number of such reported errors has exceeded a given 
threshold. 

1.1.4.2 Value-domain errors. Value-domain errors are detected by comparing 
equivalent output messages from the different replicates of a software component. 
For such a comparison to be possible, 1 is of course necessary that replicates on 
non-faulty nodes remain consistent so as to produce the same oufput messages. It 
is also necessary that there be some way of identifying equivalent messages, i.e. 
messages that should be the Same and can thus be compared. The comparison 
itself can be carrfed out either before or after propagating a message to the 
destination component(s). 

la) Validate-before-propagate. Before propagating any message to the destination 
component(s), the validate-before-propagate technique requires that messages 
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from at least m out of n different replicates be first compared and found to agree. If 
it is required to tolerate up to t active faults, then it is necessary that m > t and n > 
2.1. 

In absolute terms, as soon as m messages agree, then one can be sure that 
the consensus message that is propagated is error-free. However, to prevent faults 
in the remaining n-m nodes from remaining dormant, it is necessary to ensure that: 
. either, messages from a specific set of m replicates be compared and that the 

set of compared replicates is periodically changed to ensure activation of all n 
replicates, 

. or, that an attempt be made to systematically compare the messages from all 
n replicates - it is however possible in this case to compare the remaining n-m 
messages after having propagated the consensus value. 

(bj Propagate-before-validate. With the previous technique, even if the first 
replicate produces an error-free message, propagation must wait until m-l slower 
replicates are found to agree. The aim of the propagate-before-validate technique 
is, on the contrary, to allow computation to proceed at the rate of the fastest 
replicate as long as no fault occurs. Message comparison is in effect pipelined with 
the useful computational process. 

However, it is quite evident that as it stands and on the contrary to all the 
previous techniques for fail-silent or fail-uncontrolled hosts, such a technique only 
allows for error-detection and some further mechanism must be implemented to 
ensure error-confinement. One way of achieving this is by creating global 
checkpoints so as to allow computation to be carried out tentatively and to be 
undone if any message used in part of that computation is subsequently found to 
be erroneous. A transactional model of computation provides a suitable framework 
for such a global checkpointing facility. Before commiting a transaction (i.e. before 
making results of computation permanent and visible outside the transaction), all 
messages sent by replicates of components involved in the transaction must have 
been checked against at least m-l other replicates. Furthermore, to ensure that no 
faults remain dormant, an attempt must be made to compare all messages from all 
n replicates of each component - if only a minority of slower replicates are 
subsequently found to disagree with the messages that were propagated over the 
network, then, although no computation need be undone, the administration system 
must be notified of the nodes that are suspected so that fault-treatment can be 
carried out. 

1.1.5 Replicate consistency. Error-processing using active replicates requires that 
replicates residing on fault-free hosts must produce the same output messages. 
Although consistent ordering of output messages is not strictly essential, it does 
greatly simplify the mechanisms for transparently identifying “equivalent’ output 
messages. We therefore stipulate the following constraint for all active replicate 
techniques: 

l Output consistency: for each software component, all replicates executing on 
non-faulty hosts must produce the same output messages in the same order 
over the same output ports. 

Note that this output consistency condition is also necessary in order to 
implement the passive replicate strategy using periodic checkpointing but not with 
systematic checkpointing (cf. 1 .1.3.2). Sufficient conditions for output consistency 
are: 

. /nput consistency: each replicate must receive the same messages. 
l Processing consistency: each replicate must process the input messages 

deterministically in what appears to be the same order. 

In the inputloutput consistency conditions, the “same messages” necessarily 
imples “the same semantics’. However, with fail-uncontrolled hosts it is necessary 
to be able to compare such messages and declare them as being the same. In the 
interests of generalization and openness, it thus further required that the ‘same 
messages” should mean ‘the same syntax”. Furthermore, this can allow 
optimizations of the comparison mechanisms by means of message signatures. 

Input consistency implies that any messages sent to a particular software 
component be atomically broadcasted to all replicates of that software component. 
The required assumption for the communication system is thus that it provides 

afomic multicasting in that messages must be sent to all or none of the fault-free 
nodes possessing a replicate of the destination software component. 

Processing consistency is difficult to ensure in a truly heterogeneous 
environment, The locations of replicates must be restricted to a sub-set of nodes 
which, if fault-free, guarantee that processing consistency is maintained. The set of 
such nodes is termed a software componenf replicafion domain. 

1.2 Administrative view of system 

Open distributed systems can be extremely complex and require powerful 
management facilities to support planning and system integration, to assist in daily 
operations and to help with fault-treatment and maintenance. The set of such 
facilities is referred to here as system administration. Administration of distributed 
systems is currently under vivacious discussion and is still not widely well 
understood 1241. Two main reasons for this situation are: 
l the diversity of system components that need to be managed, their different 

functional management requirements and interrelationships, 
l the often ill-defined distinction between ‘management’ and the normal 

functionality of the system. 

A requirement for enhanced fault tolerance further increases the complexity of 
system administration. This section of the paper attempts to classify the various 
administrative tasks that must be performed in a fault-tolerant open distributed 
system. 

Existing literature on “network management’ identifies a variety of ways for 
categorizing administrative tasks, e.g.: 
l by function classes (191 (configuration-, fault- and performance-management), 
l by order of magnitude of real time constraints [9] (short, medium, and long 

term management), 
l by classes of human administration users (designers, operators, maintenance 

staff). 

A more general view is that of defining three overall administrative tasks (ATs): 

AT1 : Planning and integration of redundancy and distribution. 
AT2 : Monitoring of system behavior. 
AT3 : Fault treatment. 

A complete illustration of the ATs is beyond the scope of this paper and is in 
the sequel restricted to the salient points of the Delta-4 approach. The overall 
management model and the implementation principles (outlined later in section 2.2) 
are however designed to provide support for all aspects of system administration. 

1.2.1 ATl: Planning and integration of redundancy and distribution. The first 
step to configuring a distributed application is that of identifying application-specific 
characteristics such as: 
l topological configuration (e.g. process control interface constraints), 
l services to be made dependable (replicated software components), 
l degree of possible redundancy (software component replication domains), 
. error-processing modes dependent on host fault assumptions, required 

dependability attributes, expected workload and tolerable realtime conditions, 
. contingency plans for application-specific reconfiguration strategies. 

The system integration phase in the real or a simulated application 
environment is used to validate the design decisions and to tune the systems’ 
operating parameters. In particular, administrative information and actions are 
required to support the following: 

l Testing the fault tolerance mechanisms by using online fault injection to 
stimulate the use of the provided redundancy. Stimuli should cover all 
expected operational conditions such as failures of host and communication 
resources, buffer overflows and general overloading. 

l Performance evaluation of hosfs and the cummunicafion system requires 
actions to initiate time-based measurement to obtain appropriate statistical 
data of a real or simulated workload under different operational (fault) 
conditions. 
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Dimensioning the system parameters such as communication buffer and 
window sizes, priorities and schedule frequences derived from the offered 
statistical data is an important and difficult task. Of particular interest is the 
first rough layout of the timeout parameters required by the various error- 
processing protocols (cf. 1.1.3 and 1.1.4). This must be done on a per 
replication-component basis (realtime constraints, workload conditions) and is 
an iterative process that can be performed with human interaction or 
automatically by systems management. In either case, during the system 
integration phase, *slow’ hosts are treated as being non-tautty until timeouts 
have been tuned to an acceptable compromise between spurious error 
detection and acceptable realtime responsiveness. 

1.2.2 AT2: Monitoring of system behavior. By the nature of the Delta-4 fault- 
tolerance approach, the required human interactions to preserve the expected 
system behavior should be minimized. The error-processing protocols of the 
communication system must be supplemented by powerful system administration 
facilities for fault treatment. 

AT2 provides the essential input for AT3 in order to carry out successful fault 
treatment and maintenance by gathering appropriate system information such as 
actual configuration data (redundancy used, current allocation of replicates, etc.), 
performance statistics or counters and the numbers of (recovered) errors. The 
monitoring activity may be carried out by periodic polling, event-triggered polling, 
and/or by counting events such as error reports from the error-processing protocol 
entities. Additional tests might be invoked to check the absence of dormant faults 
within unused redundant system components. 

1.2.3 AT3: Fault treatment The traditional “network management” view of AT3 is 
that of providing long-term management functions for system maintenance staff. 
Within a truely faukto-taleranf distributed system environment this task is much more 
critical since it pertains to the prevention of serious consequences when faults 
cumulate. It should therefore be automated as far as possible. Fault treatment is 
achieved by supporting fault diagnosis, fault passivation, system reconfiguration 
and system maintenance. 

Fault diagnosis is necessary to decide if a fault is permanent (e.g. judgement 
of the significance of timeout occurrence within the assumed and actual workload 
profile) and to assist in fault localization. If fault diagnosis should conclude that a 
permanent fault has cccurred, then fault passivation must be carried out and 
system reconfiguration envisaged. 

Fault passivafion of fail-uncontrolled hosts must be done automatically by the 
integrated administration system, i.e. manual intervention should not be required. 
Note that fail-silent hosts, by definition, carry out automatic and autonomous fault 
passivation. 

System reconfigurafion can be envisaged if there are sufficient redundant 
resources. lt entails re-allocation of the software component replicates that were 
resident on failed hosts in order to restore the level of redundancy required for the 
error-processing protocols to function correctly despite further faults. If re-allocation 
is not possible, then some software components may either have to be abandoned 
in favor of more critical ones or, at least, fault-tolerant operation is degraded to fail- 
safe operation in order to ensure safety and/or integrity of the distributed 
application(s). 

Re-allocation of software component replicates is achieved by means of a 
cloning operation that creates a new replicate on a specified node. Three sub- 
operations can be identified: 
. creation of a template of the software component at the new location; this can 

be done in advance of an actual cloning request in accordance with 
application-specific contingency plans specified by ATl, 

. creation of a copy of the component’s persistent data or ‘state’ at the new 
location. 

. activation of the new replicate whilst ensuring replicate-consistency; this 
involves the automatic management of the dynamic, configuration-dependent 
associations between replicated ccmpcnents. 

Two techniques for cloning with different performance characteristics are being 
studied that are termed recursive transfer and snap-shot transfer. Recursive 

fransfernecessitates the continuous identification and tagging of structures that are 
modified in the active replicate(s) while a state transfer is attempted. The state 
transfer sub-operation is then repeated using only the tagged data. This is carried 
out recursively until no data structures are tagged during state transfer. Snap-shot 

transfer involves the creation of a local copy (or ‘snapshot”) of the component’s 
state on the host of the active replicate(s). While this snapshot is transferred to the 
new location. a log of messages sent to the software component is constructed (at 
the new location). When the snap-shot transfer is complete, the new replicate 
processes the stored messages. 

The basic fault treatment administrative facilities outlined above are 
supplemented by facilities for configuration and maintenance management. 
Configuration management facilities include remote initializing/loading of nodes, 
station/node passivation, version control etc. Mainfenance management facilities 
are provided in order to minimize repair time. Such facilities include tools for post 
mortem analysis, remote access to the host’s local operating system diagnostics 
and support for remote initialization or loading of off-line tests. 

2. Implementation 

The present implementation of the framework outlined in section 1 is based on 
the use of a local area network with specific (i.e. non-standard) protocols for 
communicating between replicated software components and in which network 
partitioning is not allowed. In particular, a high-performance atomic mufticasting 
protocol with logical designation of multiple destinations has been implemented that 
allows the input consistency constraint of 1 .1.5 to be respected. Furthermore, the 
validation of messages sent by replicated software components is based on the 
comparison of message signatures so as to minimize network traffic. All processing 
relating to communication and message comparison is carried out on specific 
network attachment controllers (NACs) that are selfchecking and thus assumed to 
be fail-silent (note however, that the attached host computers may be fail-silent or 
fail-uncontrolled) (figure 2). 

station Fail-silent 

/ 
,_.’ oi- fail-uncontrolkd 

Fail-silent -“’ \ 
Dependable communication system 

&uff&: Simplified Delta-4 hardware architecture 

2.1 Communication system 

The dependable communication system of the current Delta-4 implementation 
is called MCS (Multicast GommunicationSystem). MCS provides reliable multi- 
endpoint communication based on multi-endpoint connections ]lO]. Two sorts of 
multicasting are provided, termed visible and invisible multicasting. Visible 
multicasting pertains to the communication of data to one or more user-specified 
destinations. Invisible multicasting refers to implicit multiple destinations (or 
replicated destinations) resulting from the replication of software components for 
fault-tolerance. This section first overviews the layered structure of MCS and then 
details the atomic multicast protocol on top of which the higher-level services are 
built. 

2.1.1 MCS layered structure. Although work has commenced at within IS0 on 
multipoint communication 1141, no standard broadcast protocols yet exist. 
Consequently, Delta-4 proposes a hierarchy of specific protocols that are 
nevertheless in conformance with the ISO/OSI reference model. Despite the 
specificity of these protocols, there is a total compatibility with IS0 standards for 
the physical layer, with the services offered by the MAC sub-layer and by the 
application layer. In the present MCS implementation, both the presentation and 
network layers are null-layers. 
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21.1.1 Application layer. The application layer contains the MCS Association 
Control Service Element (ACSE) which is an extension of IS0 ACSE to include 
multi-endpoint associations. The ACSE provides basic facilities for the control of an 
application-association between several application entities that communicate by 
means of bi-endpoint or multi-endmint session-connections. 

2 1.1.2 Se&on /aver. This layer coordinates the dialogues between entities of the 
next upper layer by means of bi-point or multi-point session connections. The bi- 
point dialogue service is in conformance with the IS0 6326 service. The multipoint 
“dialogue’ (or colloquium) general&s the half-duplex and full-duplex dialogues of 
the bi-point service. 

The session layer manages the interactions between replicates, according to 
the error-processing strategies outlined in 1.1.3 and 1.1.4. Both source and 
destination may be replicated but they have no knowledge of the replication degree 
of each other. Consequently, the management of sets of replicated messages must 
be carried out at their source rather than at their destination. 

In the active replicates model, three basic services are offered: messages may 
be sent by the fastest replicate (competitive), or by each replicate in turn (round- 
robin), or when all replicates have reached the same point of computation (inter- 
replicate rendez-vous). A message is propagated only once from the source to the 
destination(s) (except in the ‘propagate-before-validate’ strategy if the propagated 
message is detected as being enoneous). Validation of messages sent by 
replicates residing on fail-uncontrolled hosts is carried out by means of a bit-to-bit 
comparison of message signatures. A message is valid if a majority of signatures 
are identical. A replicate is erroneous if its message signature is not identical to the 
agreed signature. 

In the passive replicates model, only the active replicate sends messages. The 
session layer provides basic facilities to insert checkpoints in the communication, 
and to resume the communication from the last checkpoint or to start another 
communication. 

2.7.1.3 Transport layer. The transpolt layer provides for a reliable data transfer 
over multi-endpoint transport connections. It guarantees multicast transfer of 
messages with or without total order, without message loss, alteration or 
duplication. It offers two sorts of data flows (normal and reserved) with separate 
flow controls. The ‘reserved’ data flow is used for transferring the service 
messages generated by the session layer in order to manage replication. A simple 
“stop-and-go’ flow control technique is used due to the complexity of using credit 
windows in the context of multi-endpoint connections. 

2.1.1.4 Link layer. The link layer is split into three sub-layers: 

a) the Infer Link sub-layer (IL) provides for interconnection of LAN segments, by 
extension of the service provided by the next sub-layer (LLC) on a single segment 
to an interconnection of LAN segments, 

b) the Logical Link Confrol sub-layer (LLC) ensures reliable multicast transfer with 
total order on a single LAN segment based on the atomic multicast protocol of the 
MAC sub-layer, 

c) the Medium Access Contra/ sub-layer (MAC) provides two Service Access Points 
to the upper sub-layer: the first one can be used by LLC 802.2 in ISO-compatible 
communication systems; the second one is used by the MCS LLC sub-layer and 
provides the atomic multicasting service described in 2.1.2. 

2.1.1.5 Pfrysicaf /ayer. The physical layer is fully compatible with selected LAN 
standards. The current implementation uses the 4Mbit/s twisted pair option of the 
602.5 token ring. Future implementations will include 802.4 baseband token bus 
and both 802.5 and FDDI fiber-optic token rings. 

2.1.2 Atomic multicast protocol. The fundamental atomic multicasting service on 
which all the facilities of MCS are built is provided by a high-performance atomic 
multicast protocol (AMP) implemented in the MAC sub-layer. Multicasting at this 
sub-layer is a frame transmission mode in which the addressee is a logical group of 
MAC entities. Each logical group is associated with a communication-object called 
a gate that is identified by a unique name. The destination address of every MCS 
frame is thus a logical address giving the name of the gate to which frames are to 

be sent. Every station in which there is an instantiation of a gate belonging to the 
addressed group is thus a destination of such frames. More than a million different 
gates can be created in a Delta4 system. 

The atomic multicast protocol possesses the following set of properties (here, 
‘correct receiver’ refers to those MAC entities in the logical group addressed in the 
frame that reside on fautfree NACs): 

Pl) Unanimity. All correct receivers deliver the same frames to their local LLC 
entity. 

P2) Non-frivialify. If the sending MAC entity (entities) is (are) correct, the delivered 
frames are frames that were sent. 

P3) Order. Frames are delivered to LLC in the same order by all correct receivers. 

Pl and P2 define the basic Byzantine Agreement [ia, 7] and P3 states that 
AMP achieves consistent order of delivery, which may not be the order of sending 
[S]. A corollary of Pl is that if at least one of the correct receivers cannot accept a 
frame then that frame is accepted by none (atomicity). Such cases of failure may 
happen whenever one or more addressed MAC entities cannot copy the incoming 
frame into its receive buffers due to transmission errors, lack of receive buffers... To 
the authors’ knowledge, no previously published results on reliable broadcasting 
have addressed the problem of the availability of receive buffers. 

Referring to distributed transaction systems, the atomic multicasting of frames 
is achieved using a centralized two-phase commit method 111, 231: (a) transmis- 
sion of frame F, (b) acknowledgements returned to the sending MAC entity, and (c) 
upon analysis of the responses, commitment by the sending MAC entity (reject or 
confirm). Being a centralized commit protocol, AMP is subject to failures of the 
coordinator, in this case, the sending MAC entity. Failures of the sending MAC 
entity are recovered by a ‘termination protocol’ [23] that effectively blocks all further 
communication over the IAN until consistent decisions have been taken by all 
correct receivers. 

There are two implementation versions of AMP within the MAC sub-layer. In 
the first version, existing LAN VLSI circuits are used and AMP is implemented on 
the controlling microprocessor. Logical address recognition is also managed on the 
controlling microprocessor, and acknowledgements are returned by the receivers 
within specific MAC frames. In the second version, although AMP is integrated 
within and around existing LAN VLSI circuits whenever possible, advantage is 
taken of the 602.5-type token-ring IAN topology. Logical address recognition and 
computation of the acknowledgements are performed ‘on the fly’. Additionally, the 
commit information is implicitly forwarded to the receivers while sending a token or 
another frame. In case of multicast failure, an explicit ‘reject’ MAC frame is 
transmitted by the sender prior to release of the token. 

Version 1 of AMP has been implemented and found to work correctly in the 
presence of a restricted set of injected faults (NAC power-downs). A formal design 
verification of AMP has been initiated 1121 and an extended fault-injection campaign 
using the MESSALINE injection tool [l] is being carried out. The latter will 
experimentally verify both the self-checking capabilities of the NACs and the 
robustness of the atomic multicast protocol and its implementation. 

2.2 Administration system 

The inherent complexity of the various administrative tasks outlined in section 
1.2 requires the development of a practical management model, unified design 
principles and a stepwise implementation strategy aimed to conform and coexist 
with related (draft) standards. 

2.2.1 Management model and design principles. The basis for the model is to 
treat a system as consisting of a set of (interacting) typed components. A 
manageable system consists of a set of manageable components (MCs). Without 
going into the model’s details, one main aspect is to extend normal components 
(NCs) of some granularity relevant to administration towards MCs, i.e. to become 
manageable. In addition to the designed normal functionality, MC’s are 
characterized by their: 
. static and dynamic management-related attributes such as version 

identification, operational state and parameters, error and performance-related 
statistical informalon, designed fault-tolerance behavior, various management 
relationships to other MCs etc., and 
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l performable management operations such as create, clone, delete and reset, 
change state, get information and set parameters or wait for events triggered 
by the MC. 

The attributes representing MCs are stored in the management information 
base (MIB) which can be distributed (for performance) and replicated (for fault- 
tolerance). A further major concept is a set of communicating management 
processes called agents to access the MIB, to exchange management information 
and to call MC-operations. This conceptual layout serves as a generic 
administration-support basis which is instantiated by an application-specific 
description of the designed system’s behavior (ATl, cf. l.Z.l), represented only by 
the MCs and their attributes. 

2.2.2 Status. The currently proceeding stepwise implementation of the Delta-4 
administration system comprises: 
l the detailed specification of the MCs and the implementation of their 

representation templates within the MIB, 
l the implementation of the agents for some kernel functionality, 
l the implementation of services and protocols used by the agents to exchange 

management information, and 
9 the implementation of a ptfmitive administrative user interface (management 

application) to instantiate the MIB (system decription) and to display its 
dynamic behavior. 

The OSI-related work concerning management is completely covered by the 
developed model. Standardization activities restrict their view of components to 
those involved in communicatiin (communication resources). Within Delta-4 these 
resources are treated as MCs and their management is implemented in 
conformance and coexistence with expected standards. 

However, the management requirements of fault-tolerant applications 
(replicafed_software_MNnponenf-MC) and the multicast communication system 
itself requires extensions beyond the current draft standards’ viewpoints. 
Furthermore, overall system administration does not allow a complete separation 
between the requirements of communications management (0%view) and that 
concerning applications. Current work is aimed at clarifying these extensions and 
interdepencies. 

3. Conclusion and future work 

A prototype Delta-4 system with limited administration facilities has been built 
and used to demonstrate the various lault-tolerance techniques by means of a 
replicated database application. Further developments concern both extensions and 
upgrades of the MCS communication system and the implementation of a complete 
administration system. 

Throughout this paper, we have purposely made no mention of the 
programmets view of the computational environment provided by the Delta-4 
architecture. The set of generic features provided by the ‘replicated software 
component” concept and the associated mufticast protocols and administration 
system could in fact be used to develop a variety of computational environments. 

However, in the expected lifetime of the architecture, a standard Reference 
Model lor Open Distributed Processing (ODP) will emerge ([13, 31). This activity is 
of particular significance to the Delta-4 project since it deals with many correlated 
issues, which implies a need both to demonstrate the compatibility of Delta-4 
dependability theory with ODP and to discover any constraints which may apply to 
ODP concepts in relation to the building of dependable ODP systems. With this 
aim, a prototype ODP support environment (called DELTASE) for the programming 
of ODP applications is also being designed and implemented. 
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